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I. Groundwater Policy in Lebanon:

The use of the groundwater in Lebanon was legislated by a series

of issued laws and decrees since 1926, as per the following order:

1. The decree No. 320 issued in 1926 (by the French Mandate)

2. The decree No. 14438 issued in 2/5/1970

3. The Water Code No. 221 issued in 29/5/2000

4. The Decision No. 118 issued in 13/9/2010

5. The Water Code No. 77 issued in 13/4/2018

6. The Water Code No. 192 issued in 16/10/2020



I. Groundwater Policy in Lebanon:

In general, the authorization procedure of water wells in Lebanon

consists of 2 permits that shall be obtained from the Ministry of

Energy & Water:

1. The excavation Permit

2. The investment (use) permit

despite the existence of wide range of legislations and procedures,

Lebanon is still suffering from the random and hazardous

withdrawal of groundwater; the aquifers are excessively exploited

due to the huge number of illegal wells. Thus, in order to reduce

the impact of this misuse, a national groundwater model shall be

produced based on the actual conditions to outline the future

groundwater investment in a sustainable way.
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III. Groundwater Basins
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IV. Average Yearly Water Budget
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